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As you know an estimated 3,800 tigers remain in the wild, but

if we wants to secure its species for future in the world then we

should protect them form many haunted men and killers. In some

areas, the tiger numbers are declining because of many reasons
and problems likewise, killing of tigers, holding of tigers in the cag-
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tat loss, illegal wildlife organ trade, hold in cages and human/ti-

ger conflicts. Six faces are uncertain in future and three subspecies
have already disappeared and destroyed.

Wild tigers number are approximately 3,250 in the wild. Tiger

es, in fighting, in games but specially they sellout their organs and

parts (organs and products) are still traded on the black market

Wild tiger organs trade is illegal even also any other wild animal

trading this continuously and selling their body parts and products

products in black market.

throughout the world but there are many people whom are doing
this in a illegal and selling out in a commercial way for the money
and that’s why we are loosing the number of tigers day by day.

They are earning many tens thousands of dollars with tiger

organs trade through killing by guns, hunted with guns, axes and

wire snares. Tigers also killed by villagers and tribes as a purpose
of predator control from the village, as you know in some villages

they are saying surely to threaten and scared the people and live-

across the world, but specially in Asia and among Asian communi-

ties elsewhere, despite domestic trades ban but some people are

in black market which is totally illegal and in this way we are loosing the tiger’s species.

In November 2010 government of remaining tiger range states

agreed to work together to stop the rate of wild tigers which are
disappearing. In 2022 Global Tiger Recovery Program fixed a goal
to make a doubling tiger numbers throughout the world [1].
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stock such as goat, sheeps, buffalo, cows etc.
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not look after them in the future. In the world two recognized spe-
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Recent history tells us that tiger species will vanish if we will

cies of tiger are present one is the (Panthera tigris) which is continental and the other one is Sunda (Panthera tigris sondaica). In

https://www.worldwildlife.org/species/tiger

1920s to 1930s government gave the legal protection to the Javan
Tiger (Panthera tigris sondaica) yet it was still decreasing in numbers. In 1976 the last Javan Tiger seen in wild habitat after that no
one else.

Very huge loss and declines in large numbers throughout their

remaining asian range with 41% since the 1971s over the past

years alone. The decline of tiger’s numbers is mainly due to habi-
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